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Agenda for Day 2 Relay TG Meeting, 20 July, 2006/07/2006
*This agenda amendment approved. at 08:40, getting no objection.
08:00 - 08:50 Initial Remarks, agenda for today (Mitsuo)
* Including the previous meeting minutes review and confirmation.
08:50 - 09:30 Ad-hoc reports from each
Evaluation Methodology,
Usage Model,
Technical Requirements
Terminology
09:30 - 10:30 Terminology ad-hoc in Manchester B-C
09:30 - 12:00 Evaluation Methodology editing work *in parallel
10:30 - 12:00 Usage Model Wrap-up*
12:00 - 13:00 Lunch
13:00 - 14:00 Technical Requirements Wrap-up*
13:00 - 14:00 Evaluation Methodology ad-hoc* *in parallel
14:00 - 15:00 Terminology Wrap-up*
15:30 - 16:30 Evaluation Methodology Wrap-up*
16:30 - 18:00 Call for Proposals, Relay TG Wrap-up
*Each wrap-up include the commentary database updates and confirmation.

